Monday, February 19, 2018
Dear SAS Honors Program Students,

Despite anything he said (in reality or legend), George Washington most certainly could tell a lie. He had the same choices as any of the rest of us. He definitely told his fair share of little white ones. But in the long run, he ultimately set himself for a life of mostly honorable things, a legacy we still remember today. What kind of life will you choose? Maybe these events and opportunities can help you figure it out.

Find out how to build character while doing research at the Aresty Info Session this Wednesday at 35 College Ave. Delve into writing at the Artists' Collective's Writing Workshop tomorrow. Watch a girl struggle with a number of ethical conundrums in Juno. See how an Honors Program student, Sarah Lin has chosen her own path in this week's Senior Spotlight and share the steps on your journey by submitting a one-time post to the SASHP Blog. To see what kind of content the blog currently has, read Noreen's take on the decisions Marvel made in its recent movie Black Panther.

Hopefully, these or any of the other amazing events happening on campus can help you figure out who you want to be and how to get there. For it’s the choices you make today that are what you’ll be remembered for tomorrow, so now is the time to decide what kind of legacy you will leave. Will they make up stories about how you could never tell a lie or how your overabundance of lies just made them confused? Really, it's all up to you.

Choose wisely,
Kim Peterman
Student Director of Honors Media
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Keep yourself healthy!
Whether it’s a cold from a classmate, a sprain from slipping on snow or ice, or stress from classes, be sure to take care of yourself. Get the help you need using resources available to Rutgers students at http://health.rutgers.edu/resources/

Apply to be H.I.P. ster!
Take over the Honors Instagram at https://goo.gl/forms/oOVoD0kgkpoiwFVF2
**SASHP Newsletter**

**Honors Events**

---

**Aresty Info Session**

Research can be one of the most rewarding experiences of an undergraduate education and it doesn’t look too bad on a resume either. Find out how Aresty can help you get involved in research this Wednesday Feb. 21 at 3-4 PM at 35 College Ave.

---

**Artists’ Collective Writing Workshop**

Stop by 35 College Ave Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 8-10 PM to have your writing workshopped. There will be cookies. Email your piece to nbuchinski95@gmail.com. Submissions of all mediums are welcome, but please try to keep submissions under 1500 words.

---

**Movie Night: Juno**

Get your Sunny-D and awkwardly short track uniforms, because Juno is airing not once, but twice for Honors Colloquium. Enjoy all the quirks of this early 2000s classic while contemplating the ethical quandaries of parenthood, teenage or otherwise. Oh! And it also counts as a Colloquium event. Come to North Tower in Livi on Feb. 21 at 8 PM or Jameson H Feb. 23 at 7 PM to enjoy.
Submit One-Time Posts to the Honors Blog!

Have an experience at Rutgers or the Honors Program that you just have to share? An insight or funny story or an extracurricular that you just have to talk about? Then submit a one-time post to the Honors Blog! Submit pieces of at least 300 words in the style of the blog to sashp.blog@gmail.com. Include “Submission for the Blog” in the subject line.

Senior Spotlight

Check out the SASHP Blog to see the incredible experiences of Sarah Lin in this week's Senior Spotlight. If you’re a graduating senior who would like to share your experiences with the Honors Program and have a chance of being the Senior Speaker at the Senior Brunch at the end of the year, apply at https://goo.gl/forms/C60ds7qnnBB0ei5M2 by March 1st.